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States There are 1 items available. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are
replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about Lexus ES wheel specs? Share your
knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update:
Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for
your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car
By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add
Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model.
Wheel Size Widget for your website! XV20 [ Lexus ES ES It is measured in millimeters. Some
factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by
keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is
positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally
fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Lexus ES
for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit
tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your
data and comments Send us the correct data Other. Thank you in advance. I have purchased a
Lexus GSH , can anyone tell me if it has the same stud pattern as any of the Toyotas as it does
not come with a spare and I need to purchase one? And if you want to buy a spare wheels. I
have a lexus es and its the same generation as The next generation starts at I think your wheel
specs might be off considering the former statement. I own a Lexus ES I want to purchase a rim

size of 18x9, to make it look aggressive. Help a brother out. Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire
size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or
rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your
criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By
rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by
car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Lexus ES
XV60 - Lexus ES XV40 - Lexus ES XV30 - Lexus ES XV20 - Lexus ES XV10 - Lexus ES V20 - See
unfiltered comments 4. New Comment System. I want to â€¦ I own a Lexus ES Need help? Try
our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. We know
wheels. We can help! I cannot express my appreciation for the effort and assistance that you
provided in regards to this order. Your dedication to this issue was incredible. I was afraid my
order would be fake or never ship. Well the rims are perfect and the price even better. They see
a woman and think they can quote insanely crazy prices at auto shops. I left you a great BBB
review. Thanks again and stay safe : will order from you again for sure. Large inventory of
replacement Lexus factory wheels and rims at low price Select your replacement Lexus ES
factory wheels and rims from our extensive inventory. With over warehouses throughout the U.
Replace your damaged or worn factory Lexus ES wheels at prices that are much less than
dealer. Upgrade the look of your ES with factory wheels at a substantially lower price than new
factory wheels. Our Lexus factory rims are available in many finishes, including chrome,
painted, flange cut, machined or polished. Lexus ES Aluminum Alloy 16x6. Lexus ES Aluminum
Alloy 17x6. We carry replacement factory wheels for most Lexus vehicles at low prices. We will
ship your Lexus ES factory wheel from the warehouse closest to you that has your wheel in
stock. This reduces the shipping time and cost for your Lexus wheels. With warehouses
throughout the U. Your Lexus factory wheels or rims may be shipped the same business day if
ordered online or by phone before 11 a. Reconditioned factory wheels or stock wheels , replica
wheels and used wheels are all Lexus replacement wheels. However, there are different types of
Lexus wheels. See the following descriptions for an explanation of how they differ and why you
would want to purchase one over another for your Lexus ES Factory wheels are often referred
to as OEM alloy wheels and come standard on a new vehicle from the vehicle manufacturer,
such as Lexus. The Lexus OEM alloy wheels look like brand new Lexus factory wheels but are
substantially less expensive. Reconditioned factory wheels are generally bought because the
purchaser wishes to maintain the factory appearance of their Lexus. Reconditioned factory
wheels are also good choice when you only need to replace one wheel on your Lexus ES rather
than replace all four wheels with a new appearance. A reconditioned factory wheel will look just
like the other factory wheels on your ES The difference between replica wheels and
reconditioned factory wheels is that reconditioned factory wheels for your Lexus are used
factory wheels that have been remanufactured to look like new. Replica Lexus wheels are new
wheels, not reconditioned. Replica wheels for your Lexus are generally less expensive than
reconditioned Lexus factory wheels. We carry replica wheels for most Lexus models. Replica
wheels also come with an industry-leading Limited Lifetime Warranty, with the exception of
chrome wheels that come with a One Year Warranty on the chroming. Used wheels and rims for
your Lexus ES can be any type of wheel or rim, including factory wheels. Our used Lexus
wheels and rims are usually takeoffs bought from dealerships where the purchaser of a new
Lexus wanted a different type of wheel. The dealer then sells us the wheels from the new Lexus.
Often, our Lexus used wheels have limited mileage on them and are close to new. These are
considered used Lexus factory wheels. Because they are used Lexus wheels, our normal wheel
warranty does not apply. They may have minor dings or other imperfections but in most cases
the used Lexus wheels are almost new. Contact Customer Support if you have questions about
the warranty on Lexus used wheels. Stock wheels are also known as factory wheels. They come
stock on your vehicle from Lexus. One of the benefits of using the Lexus stock wheel with the
Lexus stock tire is that it ensures that your odometer displays the correct speed. A stock
vehicle is often more attractive to a potential buyer when you decide to sell your Lexus or when
trading it in at a dealer. Changing and adding parts that are not stock and that affect the
drivability of your Lexus could hurt the overall resale value of your ES Our Customer Service
team has comprehensive knowledge of Lexus ES wheels and accessories and will help ensure
you get the right wheels for your Lexus. If you need more information regarding the differences
between Lexus ES factory wheels, replica wheels and used wheels, one of our Customer
Support team members will be happy to help. Call us at from 9 a. Eastern Standard Time and we
will be able to answer any questions you may have regarding fitment, style, availability,
shipping or other questions regarding wheels and rims for your Lexus. If you experience any
problems when placing your online order for Lexus ES factory wheels, please call our Customer
Support team for assistance. In stock items usually ship the next business day after receiving

your Lexus ES wheel order. Orders placed weekdays before 11 a. EST for in stock items usually
ship the same business day. Some Lexus ES wheels require additional processing that can take
up to an additional two business days prior to shipment. If you have concerns as to when you
will receive your Lexus wheels or rims, please call Customer Support at or email them. Our
Customer Support team will let you know when your Lexus ES wheels or rims are scheduled to
be delivered. All products, companies, trademarks and registered trademarks are properties of
their respective owners. Manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions that are included in
any image or text are used exclusively for identification purposes. It is neither inferred nor
implied that products listed are authorized by vehicle manufacturer or is in any way connected
with any vehicle manufacturer. We are OPEN! As long as UPS is open we are also! Stay safe
everyone! Keyword Sear
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ch. Shop by Vehicle - Select Make -. Shop By Category. Why buy from WheelsandCaps. Shop
by Vehicle. Replace a single wheel with a replacement factory wheel that matches the other
wheels on your Lexus ES Get the right part for your Lexus ES vehicle! Page Size: 10 20 30 40
Reconditioned Factory Wheels vs. Replica Wheels vs. Used Wheels Reconditioned factory
wheels or stock wheels , replica wheels and used wheels are all Lexus replacement wheels.
Reconditioned Factory Wheels Factory wheels are often referred to as OEM alloy wheels and
come standard on a new vehicle from the vehicle manufacturer, such as Lexus. Used Wheels
Used wheels and rims for your Lexus ES can be any type of wheel or rim, including factory
wheels. Stock Wheels Stock wheels are also known as factory wheels. Customer Support Our
Customer Service team has comprehensive knowledge of Lexus ES wheels and accessories
and will help ensure you get the right wheels for your Lexus. You can also follow us on:. We
Proudly Accept:.

